[Effect of ambulatory supervised cardiac training on arterial hypertension in patients with coronary artery disease and arterial hypertension].
Arterial hypertension is one of the most common health problems occurring in highly developed countries. It was proved that long-term and regular physical activity results in hypotensive effect. A goal of the present study was to assess an influence of six-month ambulatory cardiac rehabilitation on arterial pressure level in patients with coronary artery disease and hypertension as well as analysis of correlation between pressure values alterations and intensity of cardiac training. A study group comprised 103 patients (mean age: 61.2 +/- 0.8 years) manifesting coronary artery disease accompanied by arterial hypertension. A control group constituted 39 normotensive patients with coronary artery disease (mean age: 59.4 +/- 1.3 years). The both observed groups differ from each other only with values of left ventricle mass index and drug regimen established at least three months prior to the follow-up onset. During the rehabilitation cycle, no treatment corrections were made and no new preparations were added. The all patients were enrolled to the six-month cardiac rehabilitation program. The program comprised 45-minute training with cycle ergometer, three times a week, and generally improving gym exercises, two times a week. The analyses concerned systolic and diastolic pressure values, measured just before each training (resting pressure) and just after peak exercise interval (peak pressure), at the beginning and at the end of the rehabilitation cycle. At the initial stage, the patient group with hypertension demonstrated the higher pressure values (resting and peak), as compared with the control group. Cardiac rehabilitation performed in the examined patients caused a statistically significant reduction of the mean resting pressure, both systolic (p < 0.01) and diastolic (p < 0.01). As to the mean peak pressure in this group, systolic diminished slightly (NS), but diastolic was reduced significantly (p < 0.01). In the control group, after six-month rehabilitation the values appeared to be lowered insignificantly in relation to systolic and diastolic resting pressure, likewise diastolic peak pressure, and contrarily systolic peak pressure increased slightly. Assessing an interrelation between the final outcome of the rehabilitation program, expressed as delta of arterial pressure, and terminal training workload and delta of training workload, only for delta of systolic pressure and final training workload, a positive correlation of statistical significance was found out, which is considered an implication of physiological reaction against an increase of training workload. Long-term and regular cardiac training induced the larger alterations of pressure values in the patients with hypertension, as compared with the normotensive patients. A positive effect of cardiac rehabilitation on arterial pressure level in the hypertensive patients was found to be independent of the training intensity.